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Abstract 31	

 32	

Knowledge of adaptive processes encompasses understanding of the emergence of new 33	

genes. Computational analyses of genomes suggest that new genes can arise by domain 34	

swapping, however, empirical evidence has been lacking.  Here we describe a set of nine 35	

independent deletion mutations that arose during the course of selection experiments with the 36	

bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens in which the membrane-spanning domain of a fatty acid 37	

desaturase became translationally fused to a cytosolic di-guanylate cyclase (DGC) generating 38	

an adaptive phenotype.  Detailed genetic analysis of one chimeric fusion protein showed that 39	

the DGC domain had become membrane-localised resulting in a new biological function.  The 40	

relative ease by which this new gene arose along with its profound functional and regulatory 41	

effects provides a glimpse of mutational events and their consequences that are likely to play 42	

a significant role in the evolution of new genes.  43	

 44	

 45	

	  46	
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Introduction 47	

 48	

The emergence of new genes by mutation – readily identified through comparative genomics 49	

– provides an obvious and important source of adaptive phenotypes (Chen et al. 2013; Long 50	

et al. 2013; Zhang and Long 2014). Mutational mechanisms involve divergence of duplicate 51	

genes (Ohno 1970; Lynch and Conery 2000; Bergthorsson et al. 2007; Nasvall et al. 2012), 52	

exon shuffling, the domestication of transposable elements, retrotransposition, gene fusion, 53	

and the de novo evolution of new reading frames (Long et al. 2003; Kaessmann 2010; Tautz 54	

and Domazet-Loso 2011; Ding et al. 2012; Long et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2014).  55	

 56	

Mutations that result in chimeric genes – by recombination of parental genes into a single 57	

open reading frame, or by retrotransposition of a gene into an alternate reading frame – are 58	

likely to generate new genes with relative ease (Rogers et al. 2010; Ranz and Parsch 2012). 59	

This is because fusions stand to produce novel combinations of functional domains and 60	

regulatory elements with few mutational steps.  For example, promoter capture, whereby a 61	

fusion event couples an existing gene to a new promoter, can cause abrupt changes in 62	

temporal and spatial patterns of expression (Blount et al. 2012; Rogers and Hartl 2012; 63	

Annala et al. 2013). Additionally, novel combination of domains may result in a range of post-64	

translational outcomes, ranging from relocalisation of domains, to novel inter-protein 65	

associations, regulation of enzymatic activity and possibly even the formation of novel protein 66	

functions (Patthy 2003; Bashton and Chothia 2007; Jin et al. 2009; Peisajovich et al. 2010; 67	

Rogers and Hartl 2012; Singh et al. 2012) 68	

 69	

Comparative computational analyses provide evidence for the evolutionary importance of 70	

gene fusion events generating chimeric proteins.  Compelling data comes a diverse range of 71	

organisms, including bacterial species (Pasek et al. 2006) Oryza sativa (Wang et al. 2006), 72	

Drosophila spp. (Long and Langley 1993; Wang et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2002; Jones et al. 73	

2005; Rogers et al. 2009; Rogers and Hartl 2012), Danio rerio (Fu et al. 2010), 74	

Caenorhabditis elegans (Katju and Lynch 2006) and humans (Courseaux and Nahon 2001; 75	

Zhang et al. 2009). Despite the apparent importance of gene fusion events, the functional 76	
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effects of presumed instances of domain swapping have received little attention.  Notable 77	

exceptions are studies of “new” Drosophila genes: sphinx, jingwei and Sdic, which affect 78	

courting behaviour, alcohol-dehydrogenase substrate specificity and sperm-motility, 79	

respectively (Zhang et al. 2004; Dai et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010; Yeh et al. 2012). These 80	

three genes have complex mutational histories, but originate from gene fusion events: 81	

retrotransposition of distal genes (Long et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2002) or duplication and 82	

fusion of neighbouring genes (Ranz et al. 2003).  83	

 84	

Beyond studies of new genes inferred from computational analyses, synthetic biology has 85	

shown that genes created by domain swapping can have important phenotypic effects. For 86	

example, in vitro recombination of genes involved in yeast mating was shown to generate 87	

greater diversity compared with control manipulations in which the same genes were 88	

duplicated in the absence of recombination (Peisajovich et al, 2010).  While an elegant 89	

demonstration of the potential importance of gene fusion events in evolution, observation of 90	

such events in natural populations is desirable. 91	

 92	

Evolution experiments with microbes provide as yet unrealised opportunities to understand 93	

evolutionary process, including mechanistic details.  During the course of studies designed to 94	

elucidate the range of mutational pathways to a particular adaptive “wrinkly spreader” (WS) 95	

phenotype (Spiers et al. 2002; Goymer et al. 2006; Bantinaki et al. 2007; McDonald et al. 96	

2009), we discovered a number of gene fusion events (Lind et al. 2015).  Two classes bore 97	

the hallmarks of promoter capture whereby deletions caused a focal gene to come under 98	

control of a more highly expressed promoter eliciting the adaptive phenotype (Lind et al. 99	

2015).  A third class of mutation appeared not to conform to expectations of promoter 100	

capture.  Intriguingly, this class was defined by eight independent deletions each of which 101	

caused a translational fusion between two adjacent genes.  As we show here, these fusions 102	

define new genes that are chimeras between a membrane-localised fatty acid desaturase and 103	

a cytosolic di-guanylate cyclase (DGC).  104	
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Results 105	

 106	

The WS model system and FWS types 107	

When propagated in a spatially structured microcosm P. fluorescens SBW25 undergoes rapid 108	

diversification, producing a range of niche specialist types (Rainey and Travisano 1998).  109	

Among the best studied is the wrinkly spreader (WS) (Rainey and Travisano 1998; Spiers et 110	

al. 2002; Spiers et al. 2003; Goymer et al. 2006; Bantinaki et al. 2007; McDonald et al. 2009; 111	

Lind et al. 2015). WS types are caused by mutations in one of numerous genes that regulate 112	

or encode di-guanylate cyclases (DGCs). These genes catalyse the synthesis of 3 ́,5 ́-cyclic-113	

di-guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP), a signalling molecule that allosterically regulates a 114	

complex of enzymes that produce an acetylated cellulosic polymer (ACP) (Ross et al. 1987; 115	

Tal et al. 1998; Amikam and Galperin 2006; De et al. 2008). Over-production of the polymer is 116	

the proximate cause of the WS phenotype (Spiers et al. 2002; Spiers et al. 2003). 117	

Mutations that cause the WS phenotype in P. fluorescens SBW25 typically reside in one of 118	

three DGC encoding pathways: Wsp, Aws or Mws (McDonald et al. 2009). These pathways 119	

encode post-translational negative regulators that, when the targeted by loss-of-function 120	

mutations, result in constitutive DGC activity (Goymer et al. 2006).  Elimination of these three 121	

pathways by deletion led to the discovery of a further 13 mutational routes to the WS 122	

phenotype, all involving pathways encoding DGC domains (Lind et al. 2015).  Within this set 123	

of 12 new mutational routes were three loci where deletion events led to gene fusions.  In two 124	

instances, the phenotypic effects were explained by increased transcription of DGCs resulting 125	

from promoter capture (Lind et al. 2015). However, for the third, which involved fusion 126	

between two open reading frames (pflu0183 and pflu0184), there was little to suggest that the 127	

phenotypic effects derived from promoter capture (Lind et al. 2015).  128	

All mutations involving pflu0183 described in Lind et al. (2015) involved deletions spanning 129	

parts of pflu0183 and pflu0184. Each deletion resulted in a predicted single open reading 130	

frame, transcribed from the promoter of pflu0184 (Figure 1A), thus maintaining the reading 131	

frame of pflu0183. Of the eight independent mutations at this locus, four consisted of an 132	

identical 467bp deletion (see Figure 1B and 1C). A ninth fusion, “L2-M5”, obtained from an 133	
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independent experiment (see below) is also depicted in Figure 1. Reconstruction of the 467bp 134	

deletion in the ancestral SM genotype was sufficient to cause the WS colony morphology, 135	

niche specialisation and over-production of ACP (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1). All fusion 136	

mutations involving pflu0183 produced the characteristic WS phenotype: hereafter these are 137	

referred to as “FWS” types and the focal FWS type studied here is termed “FWS2” (Figure 1 – 138	

figure supplement 2). 139	

 140	

 141	
Figure 1: Arrangement of pflu0184 and pflu0183 in the ancestral SM genotype and following 142	

gene fusion. A) Illustrated is the fusion mutation that occurred on four independent occasions 143	

(underpinning FWS 2, 39, 47 and 58). Grey areas represent predicted domains and shading within grey 144	

areas depict predicted transmembrane domains. Pflu0184 (referred to as fadA) consists of a FAD region 145	

encoding a predicted fatty acid desaturase at residues 11 to 246. ‘TNP’ is a predicted transposase 146	

element (DDE_Tnp_ISL3 family) at residues 261 to 389. The neighbouring pflu0183 (referred to as 147	

fwsR) encodes a predicted PAS fold (of the PAS_3 family) at residues 68 to 157, and a predicted 148	

GGDEF domain at residues 174 to 331. The putative FadA protein contains two transmembrane 149	

domains (TMDs) between residues 10 to 32 and 135 to 157 as predicted by the ‘TMHMM server v2.0’ 150	

(Krogh et al. 2001). Dashed lines represent the deletion that defines FWS 2, 39, 47 and 58. B) 151	

Illustration of the nine independent fadA-fwsR fusions at fadA and fwsR. The mutations in FWS 2, 39, 152	

47 and 58 share a common deletion junction. All deletions conserved the predicted ancestral reading 153	

frame for the GGEEF domain. C) Genomic details of fadA-fwsR fusion mutations. Positions are relative 154	

to the first base pair of the predicted open reading frame of pflu0184 or pflu0183, or to the 155	

Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 genome (Silby et al. 2009). 156	
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The fadA-fwsR fusion 157	

Pflu0183 encodes a predicted di-guanylate cyclase (DGC) henceforth referred to as ‘fwsR’. 158	

FwsR forms a predicted protein of 335 residues in length with a predicted PAS fold and a 159	

GGDEF domain at the C-terminus (Figure 1A). This GGDEF domain features a GGEEF motif, 160	

which is indicative of DGC activity (Chan et al. 2004; Galperin 2004; Malone et al. 2007; 161	

Wassmann et al. 2007). The neighbouring gene pflu0184 encodes a predicted protein 394 162	

residues in length, including a predicted N-terminal fatty acid desaturase (residues 11 and 163	

246) and a predicted transposase element (residues 261 to 289). Pflu0184 is hereafter 164	

referred to as ‘fadA’. FadA contains two predicted transmembrane domains (TMDs) between 165	

residues 10 to 32 and 135 to 157. The gene arising following deletion is termed ‘fadA-fwsR’. 166	

	167	

Little is known about the functions of proteins encoded by either fadA or fwsR. FadA shares 168	

83% identity with DesA	 (PA0286) from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Winsor et al. 2011), which 169	

is a fatty acid desaturase (Zhu et al. 2006). Fatty acid desaturases modify phospholipids in 170	

the cell membrane in order to modify membrane fluidity in response to environmental change 171	

(Zhang and Rock 2008). In P. aeruginosa, transcription of desA is promoted during anaerobic 172	

conditions resulting in increased membrane fluidity as a consequence of double bonds 173	

introduced at the 9-position of fatty acid acyl chains (Zhu et al. 2006). Increased production of 174	

short-chained fatty acids has recently been shown to increase production of cyclic di-GMP by 175	

the Wsp pathway (Blanka et al. 2015). fwsR has orthologs across members of the genus 176	

Pseudomonas, however, none of these have been the subject of study.  177	

 178	

It is not known whether the proximal relationship of fadA and fwsR orthologs across many 179	

Pseudomonas spp. reflects a functional or regulatory relationship between the two genes (or 180	

their protein products), however the operon prediction tool DOOR suggests they are separate 181	

transcriptional units (Mao et al. 2014). In species such as P. putida and P. stutzeri orthologs 182	

of fadA and fwsR are adjacent to each other (Figure 1 – figure supplement 3). However, in P. 183	

aeruginosa the locus of the GGDEF domain-encoding gene (PA0260) is separated from desA 184	

by three open reading frames (ORFs).  185	

 186	
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DGC activity of FadA-FwsR is necessary to generate FWS2 187	

How do deletions between fadA and fwsR (and generation of fadA-fwsR) produce FWS 188	

phenotypes? Like other WS-causing mutations (Goymer et al. 2006; Bantinaki et al. 2007; 189	

McDonald et al. 2009) the causal fadA-fwsR fusion is likely to alter the activity of the DGC 190	

domain of fwsR resulting in over-production of c-di-GMP. The constrained length of the 191	

spontaneous deletion mutations causing FWS types (all fadA-fwsR fusions arose by deletion 192	

of no more than 90 bp of fwsR – see Figure 1C) suggests that activity of the fwsR-encoded 193	

DGC is required for the FWS phenotype.  To test this hypothesis the conserved GGEEF motif 194	

that defines the active site of the DGC was replaced by a mutant allele (GGAAF) expected to 195	

eliminate DGC function (Malone et al. 2007). The phenotype of FWS2 carrying the mutant 196	

fadA-fwsR allele was smooth, non-cellulose (ACP) producing and unable to colonise the air-197	

liquid interface of static broth microcosms (Figure 2). This demonstrates that diguanylate 198	

cyclase activity of fadA-fwsR is necessary for the FWS2 phenotype. 199	

 200	

	201	

Figure 2: DGC activity encoded by fadA-fwsR is necessary to cause WS. In the context of fadA-202	

fwsR reconstructed in SBW25, substitution of a GGAAF motif for the ancestral GGEEF motif within the 203	

predicted active site of the DGC domain results in SM phenotypes in i) morphology (visualised by light 204	

microscopy (10x objective) of ~32 h colonies grown on King’s B agar (KBA), blue bar is ~2mm); ii) 205	

colonised niche (depicted microcosms were inoculated with single colonies incubated statically at 28oC 206	

for 3 days)); and iii) ACP production, as indicted by calcofluor fluorescence (visualised by fluorescent 207	

microscopy, 60x objective). 208	

	209	

	210	
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FWS2 does not require fatty acid desaturase activity 211	

A fadA-fwsR fusion mutant isolated during the course of an independent experiment, termed 212	

‘L2-M5’, contains a fadA-fwsR deletion that removed 347 bp of the predicted FadA domain 213	

(Figure 1B and 1C). This deletion results in a fusion of nucleotide 340 of fadA to nucleotide 83 214	

of fwsR, while preserving the reading frame of fwsR. This ‘L2-M5’ mutation resulted in a 215	

characteristic WS phenotype upon substitution for fadA and fwsR in the ancestral SM 216	

genotype (Figure 3). That a fadA-fwsR fusion causes FWS, despite missing most of the 217	

enzymatic domain shows that fatty acid desaturase activity is not required for the FWS 218	

phenotype. It also suggests that structural componentry (such as non-enzymatic domain 219	

folds) of FadA is not required to cause FWS, unless that structure is proximal to the N-220	

terminus. 221	

 222	

	223	

Figure 3: The fatty acid desaturase domain is not required for the phenotypic effects of fadA-224	

fwsR. The phenotype of SBW25 expressing the L2-M5 fadA-fwsR fusion generates the characteristic 225	

WS phenotype, niche preference, and produces ACP as evidenced by presence of a fluorescent signal 226	

after staining a portion of the colony with calcofluor (see Figure 2 for details of each image). 227	

 228	

Altered transcription of fwsR is insufficient to cause FWS 229	

One hypothesis to account for the effects of the fadA-fwsR fusion predicts effects mediated 230	

via transcription.  Promoter mutations at several GGEEF domain-encoding genes have been 231	

associated with transcriptional increases and the evolution of WS types (Lind et al. 2015). In 232	

the case of the fadA-fwsR fusion, this possibility is given credence by the presence of a rho-233	

independent transcriptional terminator downstream of the stop-codon of fadA (predicted by 234	
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the WebGeSTer transcription terminator database (Mitra et al. 2011)).  Removal of this 235	

terminator by the spontaneous deletion mutation could lead to increased transcription of 236	

fwsR, which may in turn elevate intracellular levels of the DGC, resulting in increased 237	

production of c-di-GMP and ultimately the FWS phenotype.  238	

 239	

To test this hypothesis the promoter of fadA was fused to fwsR (resulting in PfadA-fwsR, Figure 240	

4A) and integrated into the genome such that it replaced the fadA fwsR locus in the ancestral 241	

SM genotype. No effect of the fadA promoter fusion was observed:  the genotype retained its 242	

smooth colony morphology, did not colonize the air-liquid interface, or produce ACP (Figure 243	

4B). This demonstrates that changes in fwsR transcription caused by the fadA-fwsR fusion 244	

are not sufficient to cause WS. 245	

 246	

	247	

Figure 4: Altered transcription of fwsR is insufficient to cause FWS. A) Illustration of construct 248	

PfadA-fwsR. In this construct the promoter for fadA is fused to fwsR. B) The potential change in 249	

transcription caused by promoter capture does not cause the WS phenotype. The phenotype of the 250	

PfadA-fwsR construct reconstructed in the ancestral SM genotype is phenotypically SM in terms of 251	

morphology, niche specialization and absence of ACP production (see Figure 2 for details of each 252	

image). 253	

 254	
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Translational fusion of FadA to FwsR is necessary for FWS2 255	

The alternate hypothesis, namely, that the translation fusion is itself necessary to generate 256	

FWS2 was next tested.  This was achieved by construction of a fadA-fwsR fusion in which 257	

translational coupling was eliminated: 182 bp between the stop codon of fadA and the ATG 258	

start codon of fwsR were deleted and replaced by stop codons (one in each reading frame). 259	

The in situ ribosome-binding site (RBS) of fwsR was left intact to allow translation initiation of 260	

an independent protein product for fwsR. The allele was introduced into the FWS2 261	

background (where it replaced the fadA-fwsR fusion of FWS2) generating fadA-3X-fwsR 262	

(Figure 5A).  The phenotype of this mutant resembled the ancestral SM type in all respects 263	

(Figure 5B). This indicates that translational fusion between fadA and fwsR is necessary to 264	

generate FWS2.   265	

	266	

Figure 5: The FWS phenotype requires translational fusion of the fadA and fwsR genes. A) 267	

Illustration of the construct fadA-3X-fwsR. The fadA open reading frame was fused to that of fwsR and is 268	

separated by three stop codons.  The ancestral ribosome-binding site (RBS) of fwsR was retained. B) 269	

Transcriptional fusion and translational uncoupling of fadA and fwsR do not cause FWS. The phenotype 270	

of fadA-3X-fwsR reconstructed in the ancestral SM genotype does not cause the FWS phenotype, 271	

indicating translational fusion of the genes is required to cause FWS. The fadA-3X-fwsR construct 272	

causes a characteristic SM phenotype in morphology, broth colonisation and lack of ACP production 273	

(see Figure 2 for details of each image). 274	
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The FadA-FwsR fusion relocates the DGC domain  275	

To test the hypothesis that fadA-fwsR results in localisation of FwsR to the membrane, the 276	

cellular locations of proteins encoded by fadA, fwsR and the fadA-fwsR fusion were visualised 277	

by creating a green fluorescent protein (GFP) translational fusion to the C-terminal region 278	

encoded by each gene. All fusions were cloned into the multiple cloning site (MCS) of mini-279	

Tn7-lac and modified to contain a Pseudomonas-specific RBS (attempts to visualise foci 280	

using native gene promoters proved unsuccessful). Two controls were used during 281	

microscopy: a negative control of the ancestral SM genotype without a gfp insert in the mini-282	

Tn7-lac cassette; and a positive control of the ancestral SM type containing gfp expressed in 283	

the integrated mini-Tn7-lac cassette. A cassette expressing fadA-3X-fwsR-gfp was also made 284	

to confirm that the fadA-3X-fwsR construct allowed independent translation of FwsR.  285	

 286	

The fluorescent signal from each genotype was quantified to show that non-specific 287	

fluorescent signals from FwsR-GFP and FadA-3X-FwsR-GFP are significantly greater than 288	

the negative control (Welch t-test, p-value = 4.8 × 10-10 and 5.0 × 10-8), indicating that the 289	

diffuse expression of fluorescence results from the induced expression of GFP fusions 290	

(Figure 6).  291	

 292	
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	293	

Figure 6: Cytoplasmic levels of fluorescence from protein fusions are above background levels. 294	

Depicted is a box plot of the florescent signals resulting from gfp translational fusions to fadA, fwsR and 295	

fadA-fwsR fusion variants. The mean fluorescent signal of 12 randomly picked cells (4 cells per 296	

independent culture) was obtained by making lateral transects of cells observed under fluorescent 297	

microscopy. The mean fluorescent signal of each cell was normalised to the background fluorescence of 298	

each image. Increases in the levels of fluorescence from the negative control demonstrate induced 299	

expression of genes fused with GFP. Data is presented as standard boxplots. Dark bars represent 300	

median values, boxes are the range from first to third quartile, whiskers represent minima and maxima, 301	

and circles represent values outside the 1.5 interquartile range. 302	

	303	

Fluorescence microscopy demonstrates that the fadA-fwsR fusion alters the location of the 304	

FwsR DGC from the cytosol to the membrane (Figure 7). The location of the fluorescent 305	

signal of cells expressing fwsR-gfp is visually diffuse and is located within the cytoplasm 306	

(Figure 7C). Similarly, the signal from fadA-3X-fwsR-gfp is dispersed throughout the 307	

cytoplasm (Figure 7D).  In contrast, cells expressing fadA-gfp have clear foci localised to the 308	

edge of the cell and, by inference, near the membrane (Figure 7E). The foci are distributed 309	

predominately at the lateral edge of cells in visual reference to the phase contrast images, 310	

similar to observations of the localisation of WspA in P. aeruginosa (O'Connor et al. 2012). 311	

The protein expressed by fadA-fwsR-gfp (Figure 7F) is localized in a manner identical to that 312	
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observed in cells expressing fadA-gfp. The visual co-localisation of foci with the edge of the 313	

cells in genotypes expressing fadA-gfp and fadA-fwsR-gfp was confirmed by co-localisation 314	

analysis by using Van Steensel’s approach (van Steensel et al. 1996) (Figure 7 – figure 315	

supplement 1). Together, the location of fluorescent foci seen in cells with induced fadA-gfp 316	

and fadA-fwsR-gfp demonstrates the fadA-fwsR fusion event relocated FwsR from the native 317	

cytosol to the membrane location of FadA.  318	

 319	

	320	

Figure 7: Fluorescence microscopy depicting the distribution of GFP tagged proteins encoded 321	

from the fwsR locus. Representative phase contrast (left) and GFP fluorescent images (right) of the 322	

subcellular distribution of fluorescence of A) gfp(-) control (showing background autofluorescence); B) 323	

gfp(+) control; C) fwsR-gfp; D) fadA-3X-fwsR-gfp; E) fadA-gfp and F) fadA-fwsR-gfp. Genotypes were 324	

grown in minimal media overnight and subcultured in minimal media with 1 mM IPTG for approximately 325	

2 hours.   326	

 327	

Localisation of FwsR to the membrane is sufficient to generate FWS 328	

If membrane localisation of FwsR is all that is required to activate synthesis of c-di-GMP, then 329	

fusion of FwsR to any membrane spanning domain-containing protein should suffice to 330	

generate the FWS phenotype. To test this hypothesis, the membrane-spanning domain of 331	

mwsR (PFLU5329) was fused to fwsR.  Details of the construct are shown in Figure 8A.  332	
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Replacement of the native fadA fwsR locus with the mwsR-fwsR fusion in the ancestral 333	

genotype lacking mwsR (to avoid unwanted allelic exchange at this gene) resulted in the 334	

FWS phenotype (Figure 8B).  335	

 336	

	337	

Figure 8: The translational fusion of the transmembrane regions of mwsR to fwsR causes the 338	

FWS phenotype. A) Illustration of the PfadA-mwsR1218-fwsR construct. The first 1218 bp of mwsR 339	

(which encodes for two TMD regions) was used to replace the fadA element of fadA-fwsR. Vertical grey 340	

bands within the ORFs represent TMDs. B) The phenotype of PfadA-mwsR1218-fwsR is FWS. The PfadA-341	

mwsR1218-fwsR construct reconstructed in an SM ancestral background is characteristically WS in 342	

morphology, niche habitation and ACP production (see Figure 2 for details of each image). 343	

 344	

	  345	
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Discussion 346	

 347	

The origin of new genes is a subject of fundamental importance and longstanding debate 348	

(Sturtevant 1925; Haldane 1932; Bridges 1936). Gene duplication and divergence, once seen 349	

as the primary source (Ohno 1970; Lynch and Conery 2000; Nasvall et al. 2012), is now 350	

recognized as just one of a number of routes by which new genes are born.  Studies in 351	

comparative genomics indicate that new genes have arisen from retroduplication (in which 352	

mRNA is reverse transcribed into a complementary DNA copy and inserted into the 353	

chromosome (Brosius 1991; Long et al. 2003) from retrotransposon-mediated transduction 354	

(Moran et al. 1999; Cordaux and Batzer 2009), from deletion and recombination events that 355	

generate chimeric gene fusions (Marsh and Teichmann 2010; Ranz and Parsch 2012) from 356	

genomic parasites (Volff 2006; Feschotte and Pritham 2007), and even from previously non-357	

coding DNA (Tautz & Domazet-Loso 2011, Neme & Tautz 2013).   358	

 359	

Despite the apparent range of opportunities for the birth of new genes, there are few 360	

examples in which the evolution of a new gene has been captured in real time, the selective 361	

events leading to its formation understood, and mechanistic details underpinning function of 362	

the new gene revealed.  Those thus far reported have involved recombination or deletion 363	

events leading to promoter capture.  For example, in the Lenski long-term evolution 364	

experiment, Blount et al (2012) described a rare promoter capture event that underpinned 365	

evolution of citrate utilization in E. coli.  Similarly, Lind et al (2015), using experimental 366	

Pseudomonas populations reported promoter capture events caused by deletions that 367	

increased transcription of genes encoding active DGCs necessary for over production of c-di-368	

GMP and the evolution of WS types.   369	

 370	

Here, provided with opportunities afforded by experimental evolution, we have observed, in 371	

real time, multiple independent deletion events, each of which caused a translational fusion 372	

between two genes: the membrane-spanning domain of fadA and the DGC domain of fwsR.  373	

Each fusion resulted in the birth of a new gene with the resulting fusion altering the cellular 374	

location of the DGC domain.  This alteration conferred new biological properties: activation of 375	
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the DGC, the synthesis of c-di-GMP, over-production of cellulose and generation of the 376	

adaptive wrinkly spreader phenotype.   377	

 378	

In many respects, these events mirror those inferred from comparative studies responsible for 379	

new gene function, for example, the human gene Kua-UEV is thought to have originated from 380	

fusion of Kua and UEV resulting in localization of UEV to endomembranes by virtue of the N-381	

terminal localization domain of Kua (Thomson et al. 2000).  That similar, albeit simpler, 382	

events were detected in experimental bacterial populations is remarkable given that 383	

prokaryotic cell structure presents few opportunities for protein re-localization to occur; it thus 384	

adds weight to the suggestion that the birth of new genes via fusions that re-localize proteins 385	

is likely to be more common than recognized (Buljan et al. 2010). Indeed, inferences from 386	

comparative genomics support this prediction (Byun-McKay and Geeta 2007): approximately 387	

24 - 37% of duplicated gene pairs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae encode proteins that locate 388	

to separate cellular compartments (Marques et al. 2008). Of human multi-gene families 389	

known to encode proteins predicted to locate to the mitochondria, approximately 64% contain 390	

a gene predicted to relocate to an alternative subcellular location (Wang et al. 2009).  391	

Additionally, studies on the fate of duplicated genes in C. elegans suggest that approximately 392	

a third of new genes caused by duplication mutations are chimeric (Katju and Lynch 2003; 393	

Katju and Lynch 2006). Such chimeric mutations can introduce spatial encoding motifs to the 394	

duplicated protein, providing ample opportunity for the relocalisation of protein domains.  395	

 396	

While the de novo fusion events reported here occurred between two adjacent loci, the fact 397	

that the DGC domain of fwsR could be fused (in vitro) to the membrane spanning domain of a 398	

gene more than one million nucleotides away (mwsR) and with similar effect reveals the 399	

considerable potential to generate new gene functions via fusion of distal genetic elements.  400	

This realization warrants consideration in context of standard models for the origin of new 401	

genes via duplication (amplification) and divergence (Ohno 1970, Bergthorsson et al 2007, 402	

Lynch and Conery 2000, Nävsall et al 2012).  Typically divergence is considered a gradual 403	

process occurring via point mutations and aided by selection for original gene function plus 404	

selection for some promiscuous capacity (Bergthorsson et al 2007, Nävsall et al 2012).  405	
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However, formation of chimeric proteins by gene fusion (following duplication) provides 406	

opportunity for divergence to occur rapidly and in a single – or small number – of steps. Such 407	

distal-fusion events have been reported from genomic studies (Rogers et al. 2009, Rogers 408	

and Hartl 2012) and shows how the modular nature of spatial localising domains can facilitate 409	

rapid generation of new functions (Pawson & Nash 2003). 410	

 411	

With few exceptions (see for example studies on WspR (Bantinaki et al. 2007; Malone et al. 412	

2007; De et al. 2008; O'Connor et al. 2012; Huangyutitham et al. 2013) and PleD (Aldridge et 413	

al. 2003; Paul et al. 2007) biochemical details underpinning the mechanisms of DGC 414	

activation and factors determining the specificity of c-di-GMP signaling are yet to be fully 415	

understood (Schirmer and Jenal 2009; Massie et al. 2012; Chou and Galperin 2016). The 416	

mechanism by which the fadA-fwsR fusion leads to DGC activation is unknown. The 417	

requirement for an active FwsR DGC domain and for that active domain to localize to the 418	

membrane makes clear that membrane localization is a necessary condition.  One possibility 419	

is that membrane localization is alone sufficient to activate DGC activity (a suggestion 420	

bolstered by the fact that the DGC domain of fwsR could be fused to the membrane-spanning 421	

domain of mwsR with the same effect). For example, membrane localization may promote 422	

homodimerization, which is necessary for DGC activity (Wassmann et al. 2007).  Activation 423	

may also be affected by fatty acid composition of the cell membrane as recently shown in P. 424	

aeruginosa (Blanka et al. 2015).  Alternatively, localization of FwsR to the membrane may 425	

serve to facilitate spatial sequestration of c-di-GMP and thus molecular interactions between 426	

the DGC and the membrane localized cellulose biosynthetic machinery (Hengge 2009).  427	

Biochemical studies are required to explore these possibilities, but discovery that the DGC 428	

domain of FwsR becomes active upon localization opens new opportunities for understanding 429	

mechanisms of DGC activation and signaling, and points to the importance of connections 430	

between DGCs and the cell membrane.  In this regard it is significant that DGCs are 431	

invariably membrane associated, or components of regulatory pathways that are – like Wsp 432	

(Bantinaki et al. 2006)) – membrane localized.   433	

 434	

One notable feature of genes that encode DGC domains is the diverse array of domains with 435	
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which they associate.  Prior bioinformatic analysis of DGCs shows connections to numerous 436	

domains, ranging from CheY-like domains to kinases and phosphodiesterases (Galperin 437	

2004; Jenal and Malone 2006; Romling et al. 2013).  Gene fusion events such as we have 438	

described here are likely to contribute to the origin of these diverse spectra suggesting 439	

capacity of DGC domains to be readily accommodated within proteins of diverse function.  If, 440	

as the evidence suggests, this is true, then questions arise as to why the underpinning 441	

evolutionary events have not previously been observed in experimental studies of evolution 442	

using bacteria.  Our recent work provides a clue: of all single-step mutational routes to the 443	

wrinkly spreader phenotype, fusions generating chimeric proteins constitute almost 10 % of 444	

such events – but only when the genome is devoid of readily achievable loss-of-function 445	

routes to the adaptive phenotype (if loss-of-function routes are intact then fusions described 446	

here constitute ~0.1% of the total)  (Lind et al. 2015).  While such loss-of-function routes are 447	

readily realised in laboratory populations where functional redundancy among DGC domains 448	

is observed, the very real possibility is that in populations in natural environments such 449	

redundancy does not exist, making loss-of-function routes less achievable and mutations of 450	

the kind described here more likely.  Taking experimental evolution into the wild – or at least 451	

scenarios more reflective of the complex challenges faced by natural populations 452	

(Hammerschmidt et al. 2014; Bailey and Bataillon 2016; Lind et al. 2016) is an important 453	

future goal likely to shed new light on the origins of genes.   454	

 455	

 456	

 457	

 458	

 459	

 460	

 461	

  462	
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Materials and Methods 463	

 464	

Media and strains 465	

All P. fluorescens strains are derivatives of P. fluorescens SBW25 (Silby et al. 2009) and 466	

were cultured at 28°C in King’s medium B (KB) (King et al. 1954). Escherichia coli DH5-α λpir 467	

(Hanahan 1983) was used to replicate all plasmids used to construct mutations. E. coli was 468	

cultured at 37°C in Lysogeny Broth (LB) (Bertani 1951). Solid media were prepared by the 469	

addition of 1.5% bacteriological agar. Strains intended for fluorescence microscopy were 470	

cultured in M9 minimal media (Sambrook and Russell 2001) containing 0.4% w/v glycerol and 471	

omitting thiamine. All bacterial overnight cultures were grown shaking at 160 rpm for 472	

approximately 16 hours in 30 mL glass microcosms containing 6 mL of medium. Antibiotics 473	

for the maintenance of plasmids were used at the following concentrations: gentamycin (Gm) 474	

25 mg L-1, kanamycin (Km) 100 mg L-1, tetracycline (Tc) 15 mg L-1, nitrofurantoin (NF) 100 mg 475	

L-1, and cycloserine 800 mg L-1. X-gal (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D- galactopyranoside) 476	

was used at a concentration of 60 mg L-1 in agar plates, IPTG at 1 mM in liquid culture and 477	

Calcofluor (fluorescent brightener 28) at a concentration of 35 mg L-1 in agar plates.  478	

 479	

Mutation reconstruction 480	

Strand overlap extension (SOE-PCR)  was employed to construct all site-directed genomic 481	

mutations in P. fluorescens as previously described (Ho et al. 1989; Rainey 1999; Bantinaki 482	

et al. 2007). Briefly, Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs) was used 483	

to generate an amplicon product approximately 1000 bp either side of the mutation, using 484	

overlapping primer sets with the required mutation within the 5’ region of the internal primers. 485	

A second round of PCR using only the external primers was performed to make a single 486	

amplicon with the required mutation. The amplicon was then cloned into pCR8/GW/TOPO 487	

(Invitrogen) using TA cloning, transformed into an E. coli host and the plasmid was 488	

sequenced to confirm the presence of the mutation and no additional mutations within the 489	

amplified region. The DNA regions were then excised from pCR8/GW/TOPO by restriction 490	

digest and ligated into the pUIC3 suicide vector (Rainey 1999), and was then introduced into 491	

the P. fluorescens host by two-step allelic exchange (Kitten et al. 1998). This involved 492	
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transconjugation of pUIC3 into the P. fluorescens host by tri-parental mating, and selection for 493	

transconjugants with the pUIC3 vector homologously recombined at the target sequence. 494	

Overnight non-selective cultures of the transconjugates were then treated with tetracycline in 495	

order to inhibit growth of cells that had lost the pUIC3 vector. The culture was then treated 496	

with cycloserine to kill growing cells featuring the pUIC3 vector and thus enrich the fraction of 497	

cells that were either isogenic with the host, or which now featured the mutation following a 498	

second recombination event. The culture was serially diluted and plated on KB plates 499	

containing X-gal to enable visual screening for genotypes that had lost the pUIC3 vector. 500	

Several resulting white colonies were isolated and Sanger sequencing confirmed the 501	

presence of the mutant allele and the absence of mutations that may have been introduced 502	

during the cloning process. The sequence of each genomic mutation is accessible through 503	

the following accession numbers: fadA-fwsR GGAAF (KU248756), fadA-fwsR L2M5 504	

(KU248757), PfadA-fwsR (KU248758), fadA-3X-fwsR (KU248759) and PfadA-mwsR1218-fwsR 505	

(KU248760). 506	

 507	

The visualization of proteins required translational fusions of fadA, fwsR and fusions of these 508	

genes with gfp variant gfpmut3* (Andersen et al. 1998). The open reading frame of genes to 509	

be tagged were cloned into pCR8 and then moved (by digestion with restriction 510	

endonucleases and ligation) into the multiple cloning site (MCS) of mini-Tn7-LAC (Choi and 511	

Schweizer 2006). This plasmid was modified to contain both a Pseudomonas-specific 512	

ribosome-binding site (RBS) as well as a gfp encoding region 3’ of the MCS. This resulted in 513	

the ability to induce expression of our protein of interest, tagged at the C-terminus with GFP. 514	

These plasmids were sequenced to identify possible mutations introduced during cloning. 515	

Plasmids were then taken up by electrocompetent P. fluorescens SWB25 cells and the 516	

integration of the construct at the attB site was confirmed by PCR and electrophoresis. The 517	

sequence of each gfp-tagged construct cloned in the mini-Tn7-LAC MCS is accessible 518	

through the following accession numbers: gfp positive control (KU248761), fwsR-gfp 519	

(KU248762), fadA-gfp (KU248763), fadA-fwsR-gfp (KU248764) and fadA-3X-fwsR-gfp 520	

(KU248765). 521	

 522	
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Microscopy techniques 523	

Colony-level photography was performed using a Canon Powershot A640 camera in 524	

conjunction with a Zeiss Axiostar Plus light microscope using a 10x objective. Microscopy of 525	

cells was visualised using an Olympus BX61 upright microscope and images were recorded 526	

using a F-view II monochrome camera. The production of acetylated cellulosic polymer (ACP) 527	

was detected by the in vivo staining of colonies with Calcofluor (fluorescent brightener 28, 528	

Sigma) and this stain was visualised with fluorescence microscopy. Colonies of P. 529	

fluorescens were grown for 48 hours on KB plates containing Calcofluor, and several colonies 530	

were resuspended in 100 µL of distilled water. 10 µL of this solution was pipetted onto a 531	

microscope slide and used for microscopy. Stained cells were visualised using a 60x 532	

objective following DAPI excitation. 533	

 534	

The localisation of fluorescently tagged proteins was visualised in vivo by fluorescent 535	

microscopy. Strains were then prepared for microscopy by inoculation of single colonies in 6 536	

mL of sterile M9 media supplemented with 0.4% glycerol (with appropriate antibiotics to 537	

prevent loss of the mini-Tn7 vector) and grown overnight (160 rpm, 16 h). The culture was 538	

then subcultured in fresh M9-glycerol media (without antibiotics) resulting in an OD600 ~0.05 539	

culture. This was then incubated with shaking for 60 minutes, after which 1 mM Isopropyl β-D-540	

1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce expression of the tagged genes. The 541	

culture was then returned to the incubator for 2 hours until an OD600 of approximately 0.3 was 542	

reached. In order to increase the density of cells for microscopy, a 1 mL aliquot of culture was 543	

centrifuged and resuspended in 100 μL of M9-glycerol media. Agarose pads were prepared 544	

consisting of M9-glycerol media with 1% w/v agarose. A 3 μL aliquot of resuspended culture 545	

of induced cells was pipetted onto the pads, which were left to dry and then covered with a 546	

coverslip. Cells were visualised using an Olympus BX61 upright microscope and both phase 547	

contrast and fluorescence images were recorded using a F-view II monochrome camera. 548	

Fluorescence images were observed using a constant 3500 ms exposure time across all 549	

strains. All images were processed using FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2012) to obtain measures of 550	

fluorescence and measures of co-localisation. Measures of fluorescence levels were obtained 551	

by calculating the mean gray values of cell transects observed under fluorescence 552	
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microscopy. Four randomly picked cells were analyzed across two independent images for 553	

each biological replicate, with three biological replicates analyzed per genotype. Co-554	

localisation analyses were prepared by generating the mean van Steensel’s distribution of 555	

two fields of view for each biological replicate. At least three biological replicates were used 556	

over two separate experiments in co-localisation analyses.  557	

 558	

   559	

 560	

 561	

 562	

	  563	
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Figure Supplements 913	

 914	

 915	
Figure 1 – figure supplement 1: The reconstruction of the fadA-fwsR mutation in ancestral 916	

backgrounds causes WS. Genotypes featuring fadA-fwsR (either naturally evolved or reconstructed in 917	

SM backgrounds) are characteristically WS in terms of i) morphology (visualised by light microscopy 918	

(10x objective) of ~32 h colonies grown on King’s Medium B agar (KB), blue bar is ~2mm), ii) formation 919	

of mats at the air-liquid interface of microcosms (incubated statically at 28oC for 3 days) and iii) 920	

calcofluor binding as indicative of ACP biosynthesis (visualised by fluorescent microscopy, 60x 921	

objective). SBW25 is ancestral P. fluorescens SBW25, SBW25 fadA-fwsR has the causal fadA-fwsR 922	

mutation reconstructed into the ancestral SM background. 923	
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 924	

Figure 1 - figure supplement 2: The spectrum of fadA-fwsR fusions arising from SBW25 ∆ wsp 925	

aws mws (PBR716) express the WS phenotype. Numbered are the different isolates with fadA-fwsR 926	

fusion mutations. The phenotypes of the fadA-fwsR fusions are characteristic WS in morphology, 927	

colonisation of the air-liquid interface and ACP production (see Figure 1 – figure supplement 1 for 928	

details of each image). 929	
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	930	
Figure 1 - Figure Supplement 3: Organisation of homologs of fadA and fwsR across 931	

Pseudomonas spp. The arrangement of neighbouring genes of the fwsR locus is conserved across 932	

many species of the genus Pseudomonas. Notable exceptions are strains of P. aeruginosa, in which the 933	

paralogs fadA and fwsR are separated by a single predicted operon of genes gupPAR. There is no 934	

evidence of recombination between fadA and fwsR in other strains. Genes sharing the same shade 935	

represent likely paralogs as determined by the Ortholuge web program (Whiteside et al. 2013), with thin 936	

black bars (underneath depicted ORFs) representing operons as predicted by the DOOR web program 937	

(Mao et al. 2014) 938	
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 939	

Figure 7 – figure supplement 1: van Steensel’s distribution of colocalisation of fluorescent signal 940	

and the cell edge. A) The CCF represents the degree of colocalisation of the reference image (the 941	

marked edges of cells observed by phase contrast microscopy) and the fluorescent distribution of 942	

images. The edges of cells were marked using FIJI (Schindelin et al. 2012). Depicted are representative 943	

images of cells expressing fwsR-gfp (left) and fadA-fwsR-gfp (right). To generate van Steensel’s 944	

distributions, the images are moved horizontally relative to each other and the CCF value is calculated 945	

using FIJI with the JACoP plugin (Bolte and Cordelieres 2006). B) Graphs represent van Steensel’s 946	

distributions for i) gfp(-) control; ii) gfp(+) control; iii) fwsR-gfp; iv) fadA-3X-fwsR-gfp; v) fadA-gfp; and vi) 947	

fadA-fwsR-gfp. Graphs i, ii, iii and iv depict bimodal distributions indicative of a fluorescent distribution in 948	

between the reference markings of the cell edge. Distributions v and vi are unimodal and the distribution 949	

peaks approximately at a pixel-shift of 0, indicative of direct correlation of the fluorescent signal with the 950	

cell edge. Analyses of six biological replicates were performed per genotype, with each replicate the 951	

analysis of approximately 100 cells analysed per biological replicate.	952	
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